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The Logic Backbone of a Transcription Network
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A great part of the effort in the study of coarse grained models of transcription networks concentrates on their
dynamical features. In this letter, we consider theirequilibrium properties, showing that the backbone underly-
ing the dynamic descriptions is an optimization problem. ItinvolvesN variables, the gene expression levels,
andM constraints, the effects of transcriptional regulation. In the case of Boolean variables and constraints, we
investigate the structure of the solutions, and derive phase diagrams. Notably, the model exhibits a connectivity
transition between a regime of simple gene control, where the input genes control O(1) other genes, to a regime
of complex control, where some “core” input genes control O(N )others.

PACS numbers: 87.10+e,89.75.Fb,89.75.Hc

Introduction. Identity, response and architecture of a liv-
ing system are central topics of molecular biology. Presently,
they are largely seen as a result of the interplay between a
gene repertoire and the regulatory machinery [1, 2]. Gene
transcription in mRNA form is an important step in this pro-
cess. At this level, the regulatory machinery is embodied
by the transcription factors, proteins that bind to specialsites
along DNA and control the activity of RNA polymerase [3, 4]
(Fig. 1). This process is referred to as signal integration.To-
gether, thecis-regulatory regions establish a set of interde-
pendencies between transcription factors and genes, includ-
ing other transcription factors: a “transcription network” [1].
Some of such networks of living organisms are now being ex-
plored experimentally [2], and show a modularity that has im-
portant biological implications [5]. Understanding the gene
expression patterns determined by these networks is an enor-
mous challenge. The problem is that transcription networks
are fairly large, so that a coarse graining is needed. This
fact has many consequences, mainly related to the dynamics.
For example, the pioneering approach of Kauffman [8] sug-
gesting a synchronous deterministic update for a Boolean (i.e.
on/off) representation of the network is still being debated [9].
Microscopically, it is well accepted that the Gillespie algo-
rithm [6, 7] correctly describes the events of chemical kinet-
ics involved. On the other hand, with a mesoscopic average in
time, it is not clear what the emergent time scales might be.

We approach this problem with a model based on two fea-
tures. Firstly, it focuses, rather than on dynamics, on the com-
patibility between gene expression patterns and signal inte-
gration functions. Simply put, a cell withN genes can ex-
press them in exponentially many ways,2N in the Boolean
representation. However, the cell never explores all the pat-
terns of expression. It only knows clusters of correlated con-
figurations. An elementary example is the cI-cro switch of
�-phage [3]. Looking at the system, one could observe the
states 10, 01 or perhaps 00, but not 11. One can think that
in larger systems many configurations are ruled out for the
same compatibility reasons. Secondly, the model takes explic-
itly into account that some genes are essentially “free” from
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FIG. 1: Schematics of the representation of a transcriptionnetwork.
Each signal integration function at thecis-regulatory region of a gene
corresponds to a constraint on the gene expression variables. Bottom:
example of factor graph of GR1 forK b = K = 2. Each diamond
node represents a constraint, while each black circle is a variable.

the point of view of transcription (Fig. 2). This fact is evi-
dent looking at the available data [5]. While the biological
situation is more complex, we regard these genes as input re-
ceptors, connected to external stimuli. The simplest formula-
tion (GR1, from Gene-Regulation) assumes Boolean variables
and functions. We use it to investigate theoretically the con-
trol exerted by the free genes on the expression patterns for
largeN , and for random realizations of the constraints [10].
Analysis of the satisfying configurations leads to the intro-
duction of a “core” of network variables. Depending on the
number of free genes in the core and the connectivity of the
constraints, there are three distinct regimes of gene control.
In the first regime, the core is empty. Each free gene con-
trols the state of a small number of genes (“simple control”
phase). In the second regime (“complex control”), the core
contains free genes that control, both directly and indirectly,
orderN others. Thus, in the complex control phase, the free
core genes can be interpreted as the subset of genes that deter-
mine a choice of an expression program. In the third regime,
there are no free genes in the core, and the system cannot con-
trol the simultaneous expression of all its genes. The transi-
tion can be tuned by varying the connectivity and the number
of constraints.
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Model. The two main ingredients of our representation of
a transcription network are: (i) A set ofN discrete variables
fxigi= 1::N associated to genes or operons (identified with
their transcripts and protein products). These variables repre-
sent the expression levels. (ii) A set ofM interactions, repre-
senting the signal integration,fIb(xb0;xb1;::;xbK b

)gb= 1::M ,
with  = M =N � 1. It is useful to represent variables
and interactions in a so-called factor graph, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Note that the constraintsIb contain the topology of the
graph. Thexi represent real or coarse-grained expression lev-
els and can take values inf0;::;qg or even continuous ones.
In general, using the Shea and Ackers model of gene activa-
tion by recruitment [4, 13], one can construct a local free en-
ergy associated to each signal integration node, that generates
the constraints [14]. Here we consider the simplest possible
scenario, GR1, treating the expression levels as Boolean vari-
ables (i.e. settingq = 1), and the signal integration functions
as Boolean functionsffb(xi(b;1);::;xi(b;K b)

)gb= 1::M . The co-
ordinatesi(b;l)point at the variable occupying placelin the
bth constraint. The expression

xi(b;0) = fb(xi(b;1);::;xi(b;K b)
); (1)

imposes that the variablexi(b;0) is the output of the function
fb. For example, let us consider a graph with three variables
and one constraint, labeled byb= 1. Supposing the first two
variables regulate the third,K 1 = 2, i(1;0) = 3;i(1;1) =

1;i(1;2) = 2. If, for instance, the transcription can occur
only when both regulators are present, thenf1(x1;x2) = 1

only if x1;x2 = 1 (Boolean AND function). The local con-
nectivity of a function node iskb = 1+ K b. K b is called the
“in-degree”. The factor graph is also associated to an “out-
degree”Ci � ci � 1, whereci is the number of functions
connected toxi. The fact that variables and constraints are
Boolean make GR1 an optimization problem of the satisfiabil-
ity type (Sat) [10]. A very special one, given the structure of
the signal integration functions. The properties of the model
depend on the class of graphs and Boolean functions used.
The results presented in this work hold for a rather large class
of Boolean functions (see appendix A).

Structure of the solution space. The phase-space structure
has never been explored for this particular case. We set out to
analyze the number of compatible configurationsN , for large
N andM and random instances of the problem. To this end,
consider the following argument, which focuses on the control
exerted by theN � M “free” input genes on the compatible
solutions. Together with the free genes, the network contains
some genes which are regulated but do not regulate any other.
We can refer to them as “leaves” (Fig 2). Given a realiza-
tion, a leaf can always be adjusted to the output value of its
function, which is then satisfied. Let us now remove from the
graph each leaf and iterate this procedure (a variation of the
so-called “leaf removal” algorithm [12]). There are two pos-
sible outcomes: either erasing all the graph, leaving the free
genes as isolated points, or stopping at a core of constraints
that contains loops. In other words, the algorithm identifies
the tree-like components of the graph connected to outputs.

The core will be composed ofN C genes andM C constraints.
Let us now imagine to have a compatible configuration, flip
a free gene, and try to construct another compatible configu-
ration. In the case where the core is empty, since the graph
is tree-like, it will always be possible to perform this opera-
tion by local rearrangements, which propagate the output of
the functions. Thus, flipping all the free genes, we find2N � M

satisfying configurations. In the presence of a core, because
of the loops, flipping a free gene of the core will in general
rearrange all the core genes, and is not guaranteed to lead to
a new satisfying state. In fact, it is not granted there will be
a compatible state to start with. Provided there is, the out-
put propagation procedure can be applied to the non-core free
genes to construct another. Thus, in general theN � M de-

FIG. 2: Example of a leaf. The free gene that regulates it willnot be
in the core. The other two transcription factors are connected to the
rest of the network, represented by a cartoon.

grees of freedom given by the free genes cannot guarantee a
solution. The relevant parameter is the number of core free
genes� C = N C � M C . Let us for the moment restrict to the
case of fixed in-degree (“K -GR1”). In appendix B, we show
that the average ofN on the class of all Boolean functions is
2N � M . Thus: (a) if the core is empty, the number of compat-
ible configurations constructed by flipping the free genes are
on average all the possible ones. (b) If the core is not empty,
in the average case it will still be possible to construct2N � M

solutions by flipping the free genes. If� C > 0, there will be
2� C clusters of solutions, and (c) in the case where the core
contains no free genes there will be generally contradictions.
We can thus distiguish the three regimes: (a) simple control,
(b) complex control, (c) no control. Considering ensembles
of random graphs, the regimes above depend on the value of
N C (N );M C (M ), so that a proper order parameter to adopt is
 = M =N [10]. The phase diagram can be explored study-
ing the rank and the kernel of the connectivity matrix in the
ensemble.

Example: the case of Poisson-distributed ci. This is the
simplest ensemble to consider, wherep(c)=

(k)
c

c!
e� k [12].

This probability distribution doesn’t exclude that genes may
appear in the functions that regulate them, leaving some free-
dom of choice. In the simplest case, one findsN C () =

N (m � k(1 � m )m k� 1)andM C () = N (m k), where
m is defined by the relationm (k)+ e� km (k)

k� 1

� 1 = 0.
This gives the phase diagram as a function of. For < d

there is simple control. Ford <  < c complex con-
trol, and for > c no control. For example, for4-GR1,
d ’ 0:776 andc ’ 0:977. The regimes of gene con-
trol correspond to thermodynamic phases, commonly referred
to as SAT, HARD-SAT, and UNSAT phase respectively [11].
Furthermore, it is possible to show rigorously the clustering of
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FIG. 3: � C as a function of for different values of� in the multi-
Poisson case. The discrete jumps are due to the onset of complex
control phases for the different values ofk. � C can become negative
many times, giving rise to reentrant no control phases (inset). The
figure refers to a connectivity distribution with a cutoff atk = 12.

solutions argued above. In the simple control phase, one clus-
ter contains all the solutions, and a free gene controlsO (1)

other genes. The reason for this is that, for Poisson distributed
out-degree, the average number of controlled genes is finite
(c), while the number of free genes is extensive. Conversely,
in the complex control phase, the free genes within the core
controlO (N ) other genes (while there is stillO (1) control
outside of the core). From a physical point of view, the clus-
ters are separated by an extensive distance, i.e. by free en-
ergy barriers. The number of clusters is related to the (com-
putational) complexity� of the system, defined by the rela-
tion logN � N (�+ S). HereS, the entropy, measures the
width of each cluster, while� “counts” the number of clus-
ters. Therefore, by definition,� is directly related to� C , i.e.
to the partitioning of the free genes in and out of the core.
How the system explores (or not) these clusters depends on
details of its dynamics. Generically, one can say that the dy-
namics in a cluster will be residual: many variables are fixed,
the others can change. This matches a qualitative feature of
many cells, where some genes are constantly expressed, and
the rest vary [15].

Multi-Poisson phase diagram. While the fixedk case is
useful to get some theoretical insight, the known transcription
networks are far from having fixed in-degree. For example, in
E. coli, the in-degree has Poisson distribution, while the out-
degree resembles a power law. For this reason, a biologically
more interesting case is when both the in- and the out-degree
vary along the network. Consideringp(kjc) = (k)

c

c!
e� (k),

the conditioned probability that a variable is inc clauses
of the k kind, we havep(c) =

P

k

(k)
c

c!
e� (k)p(k). The

leaf removal equations can be applied separately to sets of
clauses with a given connectivity, definingN C � < N C > k

andM C � < M C > k, where< X > k=
P

p
p(k)X (k).

Choosingp(k) = Z � 1(�)e� �k does not affect the exponen-
tial asymptotic decay ofp(c) for largec. We can call this
case multi-Poisson, as the graph is a superposition, follow-

ing a Poisson distribution, of graphs with fixed in-degree and
Poisson-distrubuted out-degree. The behavior of GR1 on such
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FIG. 4: Phase diagram� � for the multi-Poisson case. The dashed
line, a power law with exponent� ’ 1:558, represents the mean
value of the numerically evaluated critical parameterd(�) for the
simple-complex control transition of network realizations withN =

3� 10
4.

a topology is nontrivially different from the fixed connectivity
case. The main reason for this is that, while� C ()is still lo-
cally decreasing, many new discontinuities emerge, due to the
influence of clauses with different connectivities. This gives
rise to different phenomena. Firstly,� C can increase globally
with increasing. Indeed, it does increase step-wise with
afterd, to decrease again beforec. Its discrete jumps are
due to the onset of complex control phases for the different
values ofk (Fig. 3). This fact has an influence on the num-
ber of compatible states as a function of. Secondly,� C

can become negative and then jump back to a positive value,
creating a reentrant UNSAT phase (Fig. 4). This means that,
on average, by increasing the number of constraints one can
pass from unsolvable problems to solvable ones. A heuristic
explanation for this counterintuitive fact is that, at fixedN ,
the addition of a constraint might connect a closed loop in
the core to external free genes, thereby solving a contradic-
tion. Interestingly, the simple to complex control boundary is
a power-law in (Fig. 4).

Discussion. To conclude, we established a simple frame-
work for the modeling of large scale transcription networks.
It is a compatibility analysis on the constraints established by
transcription. Its advantage is that, while avoiding to deal
directly with the dynamics, it gives non-trivial results. In
the absence of an explicit knowledge of the emergent time
scales, we feel this is an appropriate approach, particularly
in the Boolean approximation treated here. From a technical
standpoint, GR1 is different from other problems of the sat-
isfiability kind because of the particular structure of its con-
straints. This makes it possible to apply the leaf removal tech-
nique, which is ineffective for other models, such as random-
k-Sat [11]. From a general standpoint, our model shows that
the “biological” complexity is not simply measured by the
number of genes. A more proper indicator is� C which de-
pends on the order parameter�, or - roughly - on the number
of transcription factors per gene. At fixed number of genes,
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it is known that this quantity increases in bacteria that need
to react to more environments [17]. Imagining that prokary-
otes are naturally found in a simple control phase, our phase
diagram predicts an intrinsic limit to this process, represented
by the phase boundary with the complex control phase. The
multi-Poisson case gives an interesting prediction for thebe-
haviour of this boundary at fixedN . Namely, at criticality,
the average number of constraints scales as a power-law with
. This feature, together with the existence of a core and the
predictions on the control exerted by free genes, can possibly
be tested experimentally.

The approach presented here is new, and largely unex-
plored. It is naturally fit to study networks with non-Boolean
variables and probabilistic constraints. It can be of use for
models that describe other regulation mechanisms than just
transcription. More far-reached extensions include evolution-
ary models. It is not clear yet exactly how useful it can be for
the study of concrete biological networks. Together with the
general trends, a biologically significant model has to be able
to deal with the details of an individual realization the system.
This is, we think, the main challenge to our approach, and the
direction we are currently exploring.

We would like to acknowledge interesting discussions with
J. Berg, M. Caselle, L. Finzi, M. Leone, A. Sportiello,
P.R. Tenwolde, R. Zecchina. We thank an anonymous referee
for help improving our manuscript.

APPENDIX

A. GR1 as a Satisfiability problem In this appendix we
show how a realization of GR1 can be formulated as a satisfi-
ability problem (Sat) [10], an optimization problem whereN
Boolean variables are constrained byO conjunctive normal
form (CNF) constraints (i.e. by a Boolean polynomial con-
structed as a product (^) of O disjunctive monomials (_)).
Equation (1) is equivalent to the XOR Boolean constraint
Ib = :(xi(b;0)__fb). This can be recast in CNF, as2K b clauses
involving kb variables. Each clause corresponds with a sim-
ple map to each linexi(b;1);::;xi(b;K b)

;xi(b;0) (including the
output) in the truth table offb. Namely, if the value of vari-
ablexi(b;j) is 1 in the truth table line, it will be negated in
the CNF clause. Viceversa, it will be affirmed if its value is
0. The formulaI =

V

b= 1::M
Ib, defines a Satisfiability prob-

lem on the variablesx1;::;xN , with O =
P

b= 1::M
2K b . A

realization of GR1 differs from a Sat problem for the intrin-
sically asymmetric form of the constraints, which “force” the
value ofxi(b;0). Moreover, considering random instances of
the problem, the space of allowed functions of GR1 is much
smaller than the corresponding Sat problem. For example, for
a clause with fixed connectivityk, while there are22

k

possible
Boolean functions, all of which can appear in Sat, only22

K

of these can appear in GR1. The two above features make the
leaf removal technique useful for the latter model.

B. Average Number of Solutions In this appendix, we dis-
cuss the average ofN on the realizations of the constraints

f~I;~fg, for K -GR1. One can write

N (~I;~f)=
X

~x

MY

b= 1

�(xi(b;0);fb(xi(b;1);::;xi(b;K b)
)):

Here, the randomness is contained: (i) in the specification
of the network structure,~I = (I1;:::;IM ), i.e. in the coor-
dinatesi(b;l); (ii) in the specification of the functions~f =

(f1;:::;fM )within the classF of all Boolean functions. An
overbar (�) indicates an average on both distributions,p(~I)

andp(~f). Taking forF the class of all Boolean functions,
it is straightforward to obtainN = 2N � M , independently
from the specification of the network structure. This result
remains true considering a sub-familyF� of functions that sat-
isfy 1

22
K

P

f2F �
p(~f)f(~x)= �. The reason for this is that one

findsN =
P

~x;~I
p(~I)

Q M

b= 1

�
��1;xi(b;0) + (1� �)�0;xi(b;0)

�
.
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